I. Introduction
Irreducible polynomials in Fp [X] are used to carry out the arithmetic in field extension of Fp. Computations in such extensions occur in coding theory [2] , complexity theory [8] and cryptography [3] . Random polynomial time algorithms exist for finding irreducible polynomials of any degree over Fp [2, 8] , and so as a practical matter the problem is solved.
However, the deterministic complexity of the problem has yet to be established.
We present two results: 
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H. Notation
If K is a field K will denote an algebraic closure. 
Calculate n,a ~ g>0 such that:
d -~ pan with (p,n) = 1.
Calculate q E g>0 such that:
q is the least prime with q =--l(mod n) and p inert in the subfield K C Q(¢q) i _~ e(mod n) with e ~ {0,1,...,n-I}. 
IV. Proof of Correctness-Algorithm A
We begin by arguing that Algorithm A runs in polynomial time assuming extended Riemann hypothesis.
Step (1) clearly is polynomial time. For
Step (2) we used a varient of Theorem 2 in [1] .
Proposition 3:
Assuming extended Riemann hypothesis, there is a e e Z>0 such that for all p,n e Z>0 with p prime and (p,n) ----1 there is a prime q _----l(mod n) with q < cn4(log(np)) 2 such that p is inert in the (unique)
Hence the q required in
Step (2) is sufficiently small that it can be found and tested for primality in
where f is the order of p in (Z/ qZ)* this too can be tested in polynomial time.
For
Step (3) we begin by noting that it follows from Gauss' theory of periods (see [9] ) that 1-[aEGK] Q (x-, a)
Z Ix] so the definition of g makes sense. Since
IIaCGK/Q (x-, a) I]aeGK/Q (x,) the calculation of g can be done using the ring operations in Z [;q]/pZ [¢q] which are polynomial in q log p. It follows that
Step (3) can be done in polynomial time.
Step (4) We now argue that the polynomial f eFp [X] produced by Algorithm A is irreducible of degree d. We begin by considering the following tower of fields:
Where al, a2 '""aa' f are as in the algorithm.
We will prove the following claims:
It follows from the claims that f+a a satisfies a unique d th degree monic irreducible polynomial in Fp[X].
Since the V i of the Algorithm are clearly a basis for F/Fp it follows from standard result (see for example [7] , pages 7-8) that f is the desired polynomial.
Claim I will follow from the next two lemmas, variants of which may be found in [7] for example:
Lemma 4: Let K be a field of characteristic p 7d 0 and a ~ K. Then either f ----xP-x-a is irreducible or it has a root in K.
Proof: If a,~ e K are roots of f then (a-c) p = a-~, so a-~ e Claim II follows from the next lemma which is basically due to Kummer [5] . Proof: It is well known [9] that S = {na:a e GK/Q} is a basis for O K over Z. Hence S'----{,Ta:a E GK/Q} is a basis for the n th degree extension field OK/PO K as a vector space over Fp. It follows that S has n elements. f is characteristic polynomial of (aij) e Mt0(Fp). We would like to thank J. Von zur Gathen for bringing this problem to our attention. For additional results on this problem see Von zur Gathen [4] .
